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R&um6 : Les modkles thermodynamiques classiques ne permettent pas une description rkaliste de la 
skgrkgation intergranulaire, car ils ne prennent pas en compte les diffkrences entre les caractkristiques 
CnergCtiques et gComCtriques des diffkrents sites effectifs de skgrCgation. Dans cet article, nous 
proposons un nouveau modele thermodynamique Cchappant B la critique prCcCdente et permettant de 
calculer la concentration intergranulaire en solute, en fonction de la structure de l'interface et de la 
tempkrature. On donne aussi une mCthode de calcul de la tension interfaciale en fonction de 1'Cnergie 
intergranulaire. 

Summary : Existent thermodynamic models do not allow a realistic description of segregation. The 
major reason for this is that classical models of segregation do not take into account the differences 
between the energetic and geometrical characteristics among the different effective segregation sites. 
In this paper we propose a new thermodynamical model which suppress mentioned problem and 
enables a determination of interface solute concentration depending on interface structure and 
temperat1xe.A method for calculation of grain boundary tension as a function of grain boundary 
energy is also described. 

Introduction 

Development of defect calculation techniques such as molecular statics and molecular dynamics 
associated to the progress made in construction of interatomic potentials allow the calculations of structure 
and energy of grain boundaries in multi-component systems. Such calculations are of pxticular interest in 
the systems subjected to interfacial segregation. 

There are two major difficulties in use of the results of atomistic calculations for segregation 
prediction in different temperatures : 

1) the classical thermodynamic segregation models (such as MC Lean model) do not take into account the 
existence of different types of segregation sites ; 

2) it is not easy to transform the quantities obtained from atomistic calculations to those used by classical 
thermodynamic models. 

In our paper we propose a new thermodynamic description of grain boundary segregation in binary 
solutions suppressing both mentioned problems. This model enables the determination of grain boundary 
concentration and interfacial tension depending on grain boundary structure and temperature, using results 
of grain boundary simulations. 

1 .  Mixing Energies of Solute Atoms 

When one makes a calculation of grain boundary structure by simulation with semi-empirical 
potentials or by first principle methods, the energy of any atoms in the crystal is known, and the interface 
excess energy can be calculated very simply. To achieve this, we seek to model a bicrystal L2 of Y element 
atoms containing solute atoms of X element and grain boundary area A. When pressure and volume 
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variation during interface formation can be neglected, excess grain boundary energy Eb can be written as 
follows : 

where eYi et exi are respectively the energies of the atom number i of Y element and of the atom number i 
of X element. QYo and Qxo are two equilibrium ensembles formed respectively by the same number of 
atoms Y and by the same number of atoms X than the bicrystal Q. 4 Y 0  and QYo are in the same 
temperature and pression conditions as Q. eY et ex are respectively the energies of any atom in Qyo 
and in QXo. 

The computer simulations /1,2/ and High Resolution Electron Microscopy observations /3/ both, 
show that grain boundaries of a given type can be described in pure solids as a series of a small number of 
types of structural units, which frequency and degree of deformation vary with misorientation angle. (The 
multiplicity of structure manifestation /4/ can be seen as a lack or excess of one atom per unit structure. ) 
Computer simulation of solute solutions shows that, in the majority of cases, the types of structural units 
constructing grain boundaries in solid solutions are the same as in pure solids /2,5/. The solute atoms 
substitute the solvent atoms or are located in interstitial sites. In order to characterize the susceptibility of a 
given atomic site to be occupied by a solute atom, it is convenient to determine the enthalpy of mixing 
associated to this type of site. To do this, we must first distinguish all the types of atomic sites in the 
bicrystal. We attribute the numbers K=2, ..., m to the different atomic sites in the grain boundary and 
K=l to the sites in the bulk. Two atomic sites are of the same type if the energy of mixing (defined below) 
are equal in both sites. Let NK be the number of solute atoms in the sites of type K per unit area of grain 
boundary. 

The mixing energy &Kin this type of site can be defined as : 

Mixing energy &K of an interstitial atom in the bicrystal Q with a given composition can be calculated as : 

where the atomic structure of Q' corresponds to Q before one solute atom is mixed in the site of type K 
and ex has the same meaning as in equation (1). 
In the case of substitutional segregation, &K can be written as : 

Knowing the values of &K, we can write the variation of specific grain boundary free energy Fb with 
the number NK of solute atoms in different types of sites : 

m 

F ~ = E Y ~ +  C N K E K  - T S ~  
K= l 

(5) 

where EYb is the grain boundary energy in pure solvent and Sb is the configurational grain boundary 
entropy (see 5 3). 

2 .  Grain Boundary Site Occupation Ratio 

Let Q1 be the number of sites for X atoms in the bulk and QK, with K=2, ..., m the number of 
sites of type K per unit of grain boundary area. For simplicity let take grain boundary area A equal to 1. If 
we apply the statistical mechanics formulation corresponding to the grand canonical partition function for 
the solutes in our crystal, we obtain : 



where pX and pY are the chemical potentials for X and Y and : 

The partition function Z is, as usual, replaced by its maximal value, ZM. Using Stirling formula 
we can write : 

Taking into account that : 
m 

aE -- - & ~ + e ~  and N X = C N K  
~ N K  K= l 

we obtain : 

Taking into account that at equi1ibrium = 0 for evev K, we obtain a series of m equations : 
~ N K  

l - t K  1 
or : In- - + e x -  pX] = O  for K=l, ...., m 

t~ kT 
(12) 

where t~ = is the K site occupation ratio. This series can be rewritten for K=2, ...., m as : 
QK 

l - t ~  1 l - t l  1 In- - --[cK + e x -  pX] = In- - -[&l +ex-  pX], 
tK kT tl kT 

(13) 

Rearranging the terms, we can calculate the K type site occupation ratio as a function of temperature and 
bulk concentration tl as : 

, where ESK = &K - El. (14) 

The superficial density of solute in the grain boundary can be calculated as : 
m 

If one defines grain boundary concentration Cb as : 
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where P is a mean surface atomic density of the solvent Y in a crystal , grain boundary solute 
concentration can be expressed as : 

This equation is similar to the well known McLean equation 161, but it enables to take into account the 
differences between the energy of segregation in the different types of segregation sites. The major 
difficulty in using this result is that it is necessary to know the bulk concentration for grain boundary 
concentration determination. 

In cases the chemical potential of solute is imposed, grain boundary concentration can be calculated 
by a simpler method than given by equation (17). By rearranging (13) one can write : 

and by taking into account (16) : 
m 

1 cb=-z QK 1 
P K=2 

1 + exp k T  

When the chemical potential is fixed by establishing an equilibrium between the bicrystal of solute 
solution X-Y and pure X element, px is equal to ex and we obtain : 

m 

The advantage in using equation (20) is that we can calculate the grain boundary concentration Cb without 
knowing the bulk solute concentration tl. 

3 .  Bicrystal Entropy 
The configurational entropy Sc of bicrystal can be calculated as follows : 

and using the Stirling formula we obtain: 
m 

Total entropy of bicrystal S can be written as : 

where S is the excess entropy of bicrystal which can be obtained from theoretical models or from 
molecular dynamics simulations. In order to take S into account, it is convenient to calculate the excess 
entropy per solute atom in a site of type K :  



Using (23) one can write : 
m 

S = s y b + C  SK 
K= l 

where SYb is the grain boundary entropy of a bicrystal of pure solvent. Substituting (25) in equation (5), 
we obtain: 

m 

where fr< = &K - T sK is the excess free energy of mixing in a site of type K. Finally, using (25), we can 
rewrite equations (17) and (20) as : 

m 

where fSK= fK-fl  is excess free energy of segregation in site of type K. 

4 .  Interfacial Tension 

Interfacial tension o can be calculated, using its definition, as 

where F is the Helmholtz free energy of a bicrystal calculated as a function of grain boundary area at 
constant number of atoms NY and NX. 

In this case, the number of solute atoms in the bulk N1 can be calculated as : 
m 

N I =  N X - A  C NK 
K=2 

(27) 

and the free energy F of bicrystal d can be written as : 
m 

where S1 is the grain interior entropy, Replacing (28) and (5) into (26), we can calculate 
interfacial tension as : 

m 

where ESK = &K - &l is usually called energy of segregation. 
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Equation (29) is a very useful one, because it enables a calculation of interfacial tension to be made 
when the energies of mixing &K and the numbers NK of solute atoms per area unit in every type of sites are 
known. The values of &K can be determined by using equation (4) and the method of calculation of NK for 
different temperatures is presented otherwise /l/. 

Conclusion 

In this paper we have proposed a new formulation of grain boundary thermodynamical description 
applicable to systems exhibiting various types of segregation sites. This description consists in gathing 
together the energies of some atoms in the ensembles corresponding to simple physical notions such as 
grain boundary energy (EbY) or energy of mixing (&K) in grain boundary sites of different types. By this 
method, we can make thermodynamic calculations such as the determination of grain boundary tension and 
composition according to temperature and grain boundary structure. When one substitutes our grain 
boundary description for that used in the classical models, the proposed equations become equivalent to 
classic results : 

- equation (17) reduces to McLean equation /6/;  
- formula (29) becomes Gibbs formula D/. 

Using equation (17), we can compare directly the results of calculated values of energy of mixing in 
different types of sites &K and the calculated superficial density of given types of sites QK to experimental 
grain boundary concentration measurements corresponding to different temperatures and bicrystal 
misorientations /l/. Formula (29) can be used for comparison of calculated values of &K and QK with 
the variation of interfacial tension measured for different grain boundary concentrations. 
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